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The Manager 

Listing Department 

BSE Limited 

Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers, 

Dalal Street, Fort, 

Mumbai - 400001, Maharashtra. 

SUB: REPLY TO CLARIFICATION SOUGHT ON SIGNIFICANT MOVEMENT IN PRICE BY BSE LIMITED. 

REF: GOBLIN INDIA LIMITED (BSE SCRIP CODE - 542850) 

This has reference to your Letter no. L/SURV/ONL/PV/NK/2023-2024/3880, dated 12" January, 2024, 

seeking clarification from the company in relation to significant movement in price of shares of the 

Company. 

we would like to state that our company is in compliance with all disclosure requirements as outlined 

in terms of Regulation 30 of the SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015. Further, our company has made all 

the requisite announcements regarding significant events from time to time on the BSE website. 

Furthermore, there is no additional information and/or announcement (including impending 

announcement), in terms of Regulation 30 of SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015, which in our opinion may 

have a bearing on the Price/Volume behaviour of the Company's Scrip/stock movement. 

Therefore, this is to inform you that the movement in the share price of the company is purely due to 

market conditions and other market-driven factors. 

Additionally, we shall further ensure that the company will continue to provide all the events, 

information etc that have a bearing on the operation/performance of the company which include all 

price sensitive information, etc. to the shareholders and the public in a timely manner as required 

under SEB! (LODR) Regulation, 2015, as amended from time to time. 

Thus, you are requested to take note of this intimation and oblige. 

Thanking you, 

Yours faithfully, 

FOR, GOBLIN INDIA LIMITED 

FARHAT PATEL 

COMPANY SECRETARY & COMPLIANCE OFFICER
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